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0. Introduction
Partial planes I andK are freely equivalent (i.e. I K) if there is a partial plane
M which can be derived from I as well as from K by a nite number of simple
extensions. Hall jr. proved [3] that the partial planes showed in Fig. 1 constitute a
complete set of canonical representatives for the free equivalence classes of nite,
open, non-degenerate, partial projective planes.
In [9] Schleiermacher and Strambach established similar results for ane planes
and projective Mobius planes. Free equivalence of non-projective free Benz planes
was studied in [4,5], but Hotje was the rst one to realize that free equivalence in
non-projective Mobius planes requires a strictly weaker notion of conned congu-
ration. In [7] Iden established technicalities (height functions, composition principle)
for free non-projective Benz planes that are not yet available for the projective ones.
Therefore, we present a revised edition of the non-projective part of the free equiva-
lence theory from [5] feeling that such basic results, especially those of the exceptional
Laguerre case, should be more easily accessible. But to start with we oer a proof for
a Mendelsohn theorem of Mobius geometry. By means of model theoretical arguments
Funk and Strambach (and Kegel) establish [1] a general theory of group universality
from which the Mobius planes case follows. However, to many people, in particular
to those who are not familiar with model theory, it is of interest to have a short proof
for this special case available.
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Fig. 1. Hall’s canonical representatives.
1. Preliminaries
We agree that sets are produced when set operations are applied to partial planes
and that geometric structure is restored when such sets occur in geometric context. Let
a consistent set of geometrical axioms of unique existence be given and let IK be
partial planes of the geometry corresponding to the axioms. K is a simple extension
of I if K nI is a singleton fxg and there is exactly one occurrence of a set in I
which satises the presumptions for unique existence of x in K. We write
K=
1[
i=1
I + x1; : : : ; xi; I!K; K I or K=I + x1; x2; : : : :
if all the extensions
II + x1; I + x1; : : : ; xiI + x1; : : : ; xi+1
are simple, whether this family is nite or not.
Free equivalence is an equivalence relation; reexivity and symmetry are veried
immediately. Transitivity follows easily from the fact that K [L  I whenever
K I and L I. To prove that K[L I not only when extensions are nite
we shall review briey the method of simple extensions [7].
Applying Zorns lemma to the set S(I) := fK;K  Ig we prove that S(I)
contains maximal objects A;B; : : : and that they are all order isomorphic.
An order on A=I+a1; a2; : : : is constructed by extending the linear order a1; a2; : : :
on A nI to an acyclic order
a; a1; a2; : : :
on A, dening each a2I to be before every ai. Among the pairs (x; y) of this order
we discard a point-block pair (x; y) if x; y are not incident and a pair (x; y) if x; y are
equivalent (with respect to tangency at a point or parallelism) to some z that precedes
them both. The remaining relation is still acyclic and its transitive hull 6A is an order
on A. Since every descending chain is nite in this order a height function hA is
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dened inductively by
hA(a) =

0 if a2I;
1 + supfh(x); x<ag otherwise:
By induction on hA there is an order isomorphism  :A! B; B being any other
maximal object in S(I). The corresponding isomorphism type (F;6); 6=6A=6B,
is the free planar extension F=F(I) of I. If K!F(I) as well, then Cov(x) is
ambiguous. We put Cov(x)=K(x) when K!F(I) and put Cov(x)= I(x) when I
is the basis. If jI(x)j= jK(x)j whenever x 62 I[K (locally ane planes) we have [7]:
Theorem 1.1 (Composition principle of free extensions). If in a tower of three par-
tial planes two of the three inclusions are free extensions; then all three are free
extensions.
Clearly composition principle (CP) is true even with nite free extensions substituted
for free extensions.
Lemma 1.2. If I !K andK!L then there are sequences k1; k2; : : : and l1; l2; : : :
such that
K=I + k1; k2; : : : ; L=I + l1; l2; : : :
and such that k1; k2; : : : is a subsequence of l1; l2; : : : .
Proof. There is nothing to prove if K is a plane. Being not a plane, K meets some
presumption for unique existence but the existence fails. Then we can extend K by
some y1 dened such that the extension KK + y1 is simple. For some i> 0,
I+k1; k2; : : : ; ki−1 too must meet the presumptions. Since y1 is related to these elements
only, it follows that
K+ y1 =I + k1; k2; : : : ; y1; ki; : : : :
Repeating this argument the lemma follows.
Theorem 1.3. K I and L I imply thatK \L I andK [L I.
Proof. If K \ L = I then each sequence k1; k2; : : : such that K = I + k1; k2; : : :
contains some subsequence y; x such that x2L but y 62 L. By the lemma such a
sequence k1; k2; : : : ; y; x; : : : is a subsequence of some sequence z1; z2; : : : such that
I + z1; z2; : : :=F(I):
Since we may construct the order 6 from the sequence z1; z2; : : : it follows that y<x
in F(I). It is not restrictive to assume that y2 I(x) nL since such a pair must be
contained in a maximal chain with y; x as end points. As in [7] induction on height
leads to the contradiction I nL 6= ;. Hence K\L I. By CP, K\L!K and
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K \L!L follow. From
K=K \L+ k1; k2; : : : ;
L=K \L+ l1; l2; : : : ;
we conclude that
K [L=K \L+ k1; l1; k2; l2; : : : :
By CP I!K [L and the proof is complete.
2. Some Mendelsohn theory
In a partial projective or ane plane I we write x2I◦ if I n fxg contains at
least two dierent constructions for x. In a partial Benz plane I; x2I◦ if I n fxg
contains two dierent constructions for x or x is a point and is incident on at least
two blocks of I and is the only point incident on any two of these blocks. A nite
partial LA-plane I is irreducible if I◦ =I. An innite partial plane is irreducible if
each of its points and blocks is included in some nite substructure that is irreducible.
In particular a partial projective | or ane plane is irreducible if and only if it is
conned [3,9]. Hotje [4] stated (too generally) that a free Mobius plane F(I) can
contain an irreducible substructure K only if this structure is contained in I. But for
our purpose a weaker result is sucient. A partial Mobius plane I is normal if a pair
of its blocks are tangent at a point P 2I whenever P is the only point of I that is
incident on both. We have:
Theorem 2.1. Let F(I) be the free planar extension of a normal partial Mobius
plane I. Then F(I) contains an irreducible substructureK only ifK is contained
in I.
Proof. Suppose that F(I) contains some nite irreducible K 6I and let
F=I + a1; a2; : : : :
By niteness of K there is a minimal t > 0 such that KI + a1; a2; : : : ; at : Among
all such K choose one with the smallest t. As K n fatg does not contain two dierent
constructions for at; at as an element of K must be a point P incident upon a set of
at least two blocks of K; P being for each pair of them the only point of K incident
on both. On the other hand, P cannot be incident upon more than two blocks of K,
and the two of them cannot be a tangent at P; hence they have another intersection
point P0 in F(I) nK; P>P0. Consider now K0 where P has been replaced by P0.
As the blocks incident on P0 have at least as many incidences in K0 as in K;K0
is irreducible as well and because h(P) is minimal one has that K0I. Since I
is normal even KI. The case when K is innite is a consequence of the nite
case.
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Fig. 2. The Ditor conguration.
The Miquel conguration is an example of an irreducible partial Mobius plane that
is normal as well.
Corollary 2.2. If I is an irreducible and normal partial Mobius plane; then the group
AutF(I) is isomorphic to AutI.
Corollary 2.3. There is a Mobius plane with only one automorphism.
Proof. To visualize, we map the 13 points A; B; C; : : : of the Ditor conguration D
(see Fig. 2) [8, p. 100] by central projection into a sphere with centre at a projection
point outside the plane. The lines of D are then mapped into half arcs of great circles
intersecting in antipodal point pairs A; A0;B; B0; : : : corresponding to the labelling of
points in D. Split the points A; B; C; : : : into spherical triangles AEF; BCN;GHM and a
quadrangle DKLO, all disjoint.
At each vertex of these tri(quadr)angles there is a unique circle that is not incident
on two vertices of the tri(quadr)angle. We prescribe these circles as tangents at the
vertices for a new circle b that passes through the vertices of the tri(quadr)angle.
Since the four tri(quadr)angles are disjoint we can arrange the new circles in a tangent
pencil through a new point Q. Similarly, we collect four new circles b0 corresponding
to the antipodal tri(quadr)angles A0E0F 0; : : : in a pencil of tangents at a new point Q0
to form an extended conguration M such that the map P 7! P0 is the only non-trivial
automorphism of M. With just one of the points Q;Q0 it follows from [8, p. 100] that
the conguration is irreducible, normal and has just one (trivial) automorphism.
Corollary 2.4. Let G be an arbitrary group. Then there is a Mobius plane FG such
that the automorphism group of FG is isomorphic to G.
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Proof. Following [8] we let (X; R) be a graph such that Aut (X; R) is isomorphic to G
and dene MG as follows. Let Mr ; r 2R be copies of the conguration M indexed by
R. The points of MG consist of the vertices X of the graph together with the points
of all Mr minus the points of tangency Qr; Q0r; r 2R. The blocks of MG are simply
the blocks of all Mr; r 2R. Incidence and tangency are inherited from Mr . But, in
addition, br 2Mr and bs 2Mr are tangents at the point x2X i the edges r; s both
begin at x. Likewise circles b0r 2Mr and b0s 2Mr are tangents at y2X i the edges
r; s both end at y. MG will inherit normality when we nally require that there is not
more than one tangency class at any x2X . Since it is irreducible as well it follows
from the theorem above that each automorphism of FG := F(MG) restricts to an
automorphism of MG. On the other hand, each g2G induces an automorphism of MG
and since g= 1 xes X pointwise it has only one extension to all of MG.
3. Extracidence graphs
We consider a partial plane R that has exactly one block r and whose points are in
a general position. In general, R has three points O; 1; 2 of which only 1; 2 are incident
on r, with two exceptions; when R is projective, there is a fourth point Q, which as
O is not incident on r, and when R is Minkowski only one point 1 is incident on r
(see Fig. 3).
We want to show that under free equivalence an x2I nR can be replaced by some
points incident on r. To this end we apply the extracidence graph [5] of a plane 
but will redene it here. Suppose that  is a proper subplane of another LA-plane 0.
In general, a vertex v of EG can be identied with carriers of pencils of elements
x20 n. An edge of EG corresponds to a bijection between the external pencils
v n; w n carried by its end vertices v; w. This is trivial when ; 0 are projective
planes; if P; l2, P j= l, then the mapping
(P; l) : l0 7! P0 := l0l; P ! l (1)
is a bijection between fl0 2P ng and fP0 2 l ng. l0l 6= P since P j= l. Hence (l0l)P=
l0 which contradicts l0l2 and l01l= l02l. Map (1) and its inverse are identied with
the two orientations of an edge of the extracidence graph EG. Hence even a path  in
EG denes a bijection between external pencils of  in 0. Suppose next that 0
are ane planes (see Fig. 4) and put EG= EG, where  is the projective closure
Fig. 3. Exceptional cases for R.
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Fig. 4. Extracidence diagram for ane planes.
Fig. 5. Extracidence diagram for EGP .
Fig. 6. Extracidence diagram for Mobius planes.
of . The vertices of EG fall into four categories l1; P; l; m where P; l; m are
ane elements; m a parallel class of  containing m. In accordance with (1) the edge
(P; l1) : l0 7! P0 := l0l1; P ! l1 (2)
corresponds to a bijection between fl0 2P ng and parallel classes of 0 which do not
contain lines from . The edge
(l; m) :P0 7! l0; l! m (3)
corresponds to a bijection which maps P0 2 l n to l0 62 , where P0 j l0 k m. We
summarize the denition of EG in Fig. 5 before turning to Benz cases.
When 0 are Mobius planes (Fig. 6) and P is a point of  then the localization
P at P is an ane plane whose points are the points Q 6= P of , here labelled PQ.
The lines are the blocks b of  passing through P, with incidences as inherited from
. If B0 belongs to an external pencil of  in 0 then B0 is incident on some b2
and for some P j b PB0 20P nP and conversely. Similarly, if b0 belongs to an external
pencil of  in 0 then some P 2 is incident on b0 and b0 20P nP and conversely.
The projective closure of P also contains the line at innity, which we simply call
P, as well as the points b=P of this line corresponding to tangency classes of blocks
b at P in . We agree that c =R b means that R j b; c without blocks being tangent
at R. Hence the extracidence diagram for EGP will look like where the bijections
corresponding to the extreme edges are inferred from (2) and (3). Points P0 2 b n
are in bijective correspondence with blocks of (c =R) n for any R j b; c =R b. Similarly,
points P0 2 b n are in bijection with blocks b0 2PQ n for any P;Q with P j b; Q j= b.
And nite blocks b0 2PQ n are in bijective correspondence with tangency classes at
P (or at Q) which are not represented in . We identify the vertex PQ with QP. This
makes it possible to represent each EGP on the same set of vertices. The resulting
graph is the extracidence graph EG of .
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Fig. 7. Extracidence diagram for Laguerre planes.
The diagram above, with minor modications to allow switching between localiza-
tions of , will describe the construction of EG.
We observe that an edge-path
(b; c=P)(c=P; d)
represents a bijection between the points of b n and d n in 0P and is equal to the
restriction to 0P nP of an ane perspectivity in 0P . Similarly, the edge-path
(PQ; P)(P; PR)
represents the restriction to 0P nP of a perspectivity in 0P which maps each line
through Q onto its parallel through R. Hence, the switching between localizations of
 can only occur at vertices of the kind b and PQ.
When P is a point of Laguerre planes 0 we dene the localization at P of 
as the partial plane P whose points are the pairs PQ for which Q j= P. The lines are
the blocks b of  passing through P (incidences as inherited from ) as well as the
parallel classes PQ := fPR;R k Qg of P-points (incidence dened by the 2-relation).
Endowed with a relation kP dened on the lines of P by
b kP c if

b P c in ; or
b= PB ^ c = PC
for some B; C 6= P, the partial plane P is turned into an ane plane. Since the lines
of P fall in two categories the extracidence diagram of its projective closure contains
a path (PQ; PR)(PR; c=P) as well as an edge (b;1P) where 1P is the point that is
incident on the line at innity P and the lines PQ. If we put PQ = QP as above and
identify the line PQ with the parallel class Q containing Q, we have to identify the
vertices 1P =1Q =   =1 as well. Then we can represent each EGP on the same
vertices, producing EG. The extracidence diagram for EG will clearly look like
Fig. 7.
The extracidence diagram of a Minkowski plane must contain a union of two copies
of the diagram above, one for each parallel relation. It has just two more edges;
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(+1; Q−) and (−1; Q+) where vertices have obvious interpretations in this context.
After these preparations we can quote from [5] (or assign as excercise)
Theorem 3.1. The extracidence graph of a non-degenerate plane (LA-plane) is con-
nected.
4. -reductions
If x2I and I ! K put Kx =K n fy2K; x6yg. We return to the monomor-
phism  :R ! I. Put (I) = jfx2I; x j= rgj. Since r j= r (I)>(R)2f2; 3g.
x2I nI◦ [R implies that there is at most one construction for x in I. Ix is called
an -reduction of I if I Ix. Then (Ix)6(I); (Ix)<(I) if x j= r. If I = Ix
only a proper part of the presumptions for the unique existence of x are realized in
Ix. Hence x is carried by at most one vertex of EGFx. Consider the disjoint cases:
x is carried by v 6= r of EGFx: Since Fx R Fx is non-degenerate, there is a
path  in EGFx from v to r and a nite extension K Ix such that EGK contains
. Then, writing I  !K for nite free extension, we have
I  !K+ x K+ x Ix + x; and clearly (Ix + x) = (I)− 1:
X (a point) is carried by no vertex of EGFX : Since FX is non-degenerate there are
lines y1 =XQ1 and y2 =XQ2 in F (or in the localization of F at some P 2FX ) such
that X = y1y2. A yi is then carried by the vertex Qi (PQi) of the actual extracidence
graph in which Qi (PQi) is connected to r by some path i. For some nite extension
K IX , EGK contains i; i2f1; 2g and hence
I !K+ X + y1 + y2  K+ y1 + y2 K+ y11 + y22
 IX + y11 + y22
and clearly
(IX + y11 + y22) = (I)− 1:
x is a line (block) carried by no vertex of EGFx: By assumption some P j x, where
P 2Fx, if we are in Benz cases. Since Fx is non-degenerate, there are lines b1; b2 in
Fx (or in its localization at P) such that x; b1; b2 are not concurrent. Put xbi = Yi 62
Fx; where i2f1; 2g. For some nite extension K of Ix EGK contains (Theorem 3.1)
paths 1; 2 connecting b1; b2 to r; hence
I !K+ x + Y1 + Y2  K+ Y1 + Y2 K+ Y11 + Y21
 Ix + Y11 + Y21
and clearly
(Ix + Y11 + Y22) = (I)− 1:
The three reductions above are called -reductions as well. An -reduction is proper
if it takes I into K and (K)<(I). I is -reduced if no proper -reduction
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can be applied to it. If  :R ! I is an embedding and I is nite, there is a nite
reduction process which produces a partial plane K which is -reduced and freely
equivalent with I. Clearly the previous considerations may be stated as:
Lemma 4.1. If I is -reduced and x2I n (R [I◦) then x j r.
Let a be a line or block of a partial plane I. I is a-reduced if there is at least one
monomorphism  :R ! I with r = a and I is -reduced for each such monomor-
phism. Since the (I) stays positive, every partial plane with a non-degenerate free
extension is free equivalent to a partial plane which is a-reduced for some block a.
5. Characterization of some a-reduced partial planes
Let RnR be minimal with n points on r. Suppose that I is a-reduced and let
 :R! I be an embedding which exists by assumption. I◦frg is clearly equivalent
with the statement that I is isomorphic with Rn. So if this is not the case, I
◦ must
contain either a point B◦ or a block b◦ 6= r. Let  be the subplane generated by the
points of I◦.
Lemma 5.1. (1) If I( 6’ Rn) is open; nite; a-reduced for the block a= r and O 62
I
◦; then I is a partial Mobius-; Laguerre- or Minkowski-plane and O is incident
on two blocks b; c in I whose other intersection D is in .
(2) The plane  is degenerate and c = b;  being a path that together with the
edge (D= orig ; end ) is a cyclically reduced path in EG. ’s vertices correspond
to the points of I◦ (I◦ − 1 if Minkowski):
Proof. We shall dene an embedding  :R! I, with r = r = a, so that O; (Q)
is contained in I◦, contradicting that I is a-reduced. The values of  are specied
only when dierent from those of . Let B◦; b◦ be general elements of I◦.
Ane planes: If no B◦ exists then some b◦ 6= r must pass through O and (say)
1 and have a parallel c2I through 2. Since c 6= r, it contains a point not on
r, therefore in I◦, a contradiction. Hence P(I◦) 6= ;. If B◦ j r, (and with some
b◦ 6= r), choose O( 6= B◦) j b◦; if B◦ j= r, put O = B◦. Contradiction.
Projective planes: If no B◦ then some b◦ 6= r must pass through at least three
R-points, which is absurd. Hence P(I◦) 6= ;. Let b1; b2; b3 (b; b0) denote lines through
B◦ and just one (no) other R-point than B◦.
 B◦ =Q: If B◦ j b, choose even O j b. If no such b, B◦ j b1; b2; b3 2I◦. Choose O
as a third point on OQ(=b1 say).
 B◦=1: If B◦ j b, choose O as a second point on b such that 2 j= OQ. If no such
b, B◦ j b1 := 1O. Choose O as a third point on b1. Henceforth B◦ 62 R.
 If B◦ j r; OQ or B j 1O; 2Q there is a b with B◦ j b. Choose O; Q as two
points on b.
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Fig. 8. An a-reduced partial Mobius plane.
Fig. 9. An a-reduced partial Laguerre plane.
 B◦ j r; B◦ j= OQ: If there is some b with B◦ j b, choose O; Q as two other points
on b. If no such b, B◦ j b1 := B◦O; b2; r. Choose O as a third point on b2.
 B◦ j 1O; B◦ j= Q2: As above, but if no such b, choose O = B◦.
In Benz planes, however, O 62 I◦ is consistent with the preceding conditions.
Mobius planes: If there is some point B◦ j= r, choose O = B and obtain a contra-
diction by Lemma 4.1. Hence all points of I◦ are on r. Since blocks of I (possibly
except r) are in I◦, they must have tangents at two points of r or (if a tangent at
just one point of r) it passes through another such point and through O. A cycle
of such tangents will make an irreducible conguration contradicting that I is open.
At most two blocks can pass through O. It follows that the blocks dierent from r
form a chain of tangents beginning and ending in blocks through O with a second
intersection on r (Fig. 8).
Laguerre planes: By Lemma 4.1 every x2I nR is in I◦ or is incident on r.
If the points of I◦ are all on r, the parallel classes of I (possibly except the one
containing O) are trivial. Then nothing distinguishes this situation from the Mobius
case; the exception is clearly not consistent with the niteness condition. If some B◦ j= r
then f1; 2g are all the points on r; if there were three points on r, at least two
of them would not be parallel with B◦ and there would be a  with O = B◦ and
r = r, contradicting that I is a-reduced (Fig. 9).It also follows that either B◦jj1 or
B◦jj2. A block 6= r is in I◦, so either it has a tangent at points belonging to the
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Fig. 10. An a-reduced partial Minkowski plane.
two parallel classes, or it must have one tangent and pass through O. As above we
conclude from niteness and absence of irreducible substructures that the blocks of I,
possibly except r, constitute a chain of tangents of which the rst and the last ones
are passing through O. Since by hypothesis O is their second intersection, the rst
is in I, in fact in I◦.
Minkowski planes: Even here the assumption that all points of I◦ are on r will
bring us back to the Mobius case. Like in the previous case B◦ j= r implies that B◦jj1.
It is also immediate that there can be at most one point Q on r in addition to 1
and that one must be parallel to each B◦. Hence Q2I◦, and the point B◦ j= r is
unique. Since these four are all points of I and so many parallellisms exist among
them, I nR can only contain the block through O, touching r at 1 and (in case
O and B◦ are not parallels) the block through the points O, 1 and Q, it follows
that B◦ 62 I◦, a contradiction which implies that 1 is the only point on r. Now we
are essentially back in the Laguerre case and it follows that some chain of tangents
begins and ends with blocks which have just O and a point of I◦ in common (see
Fig. 10).This is equivalent with last part of Lemma 5.1. In the Laguerre case r may
or may not be included in the chain of tangents, but in the Minkowski case it is not,
hence the exception.
6. The non-projective free Benz planes classied
When all points of I◦ are on r, successive free reductions, starting with O, will
produce a partial plane En, consisting of n>3 points and two blocks; b containing the
points A1; : : : ; An and a containing just A1 and A2. We freely extend En by adding the
second intersection X of the blocks ae1 and ae2, where ei is the edge (Ai; AiA3), i=1; 2:
Then the blocks determined by X; A1; Aj, j=4; : : : ; n have a second intersection Bj with
a which can replace Aj by free equivalence. When these replacements are carried out,
we produce a partial plane isomorphic with Rn by reducing X; b, and the two tangents
through A3. If n= 3, just reduce b.
When some B◦ j= r (Laguerre and Minkowski cases only), starting reductions from
O, it will follow that I has a basis J which consists of a block a = r (say)
which is incident on point(s) A1; A2, (Laguerre case A1 6= A2) belonging to paral-
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lel classes fA1; B1; C1; : : :g and fA2; B2; C2; : : :g. The subplane of F(J) generated by
a; A1; B1; A2; B2 is non-degenerate, therefore J is freely equivalent with a partial plane
where the points C1; D1; : : : ; C2; : : : (and the last tangent in the chain in case r 62 I◦)
have been replaced by points A3; : : : on a. If this set is non-empty, this partial plane is
seen to be free equivalent with an Rn by adding the blocks A1B2A3; A2B1A3 and their
second intersection E, then deleting B1; B2 and the blocks through them.
Clearly, if fC1; D1; : : : ; C2; D2; : : :g contains k>0 points, then n= k +2. But if there
is no A3 and k =0, J= : G is not freely equivalent with Rn as was discovered [2] by
Guleng. The simplest proof of this result is by comparison of the automorphism groups
[7] of the corresponding free Laguerre planes. In the Minkowski case let A1 = A2 be
common to the minus-parallel class A1; B1; : : : and the plus-parallel class A2; B2; : : : .
The subplane of F(J) generated by
a; A1; B1; B2
is equal to the one generated by
B1 − B2; a; A1
and non-degenerate. Hence J is freely equivalent with an Rn with no exception.
Theorem 6.1. If I is open; nite; non-degenerate and not freely equivalent with G;
then I is freely equivalent with some Rn.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 and the argumentation following its proof it is not restrictive
to assume that there is an embedding
 : R! I
such that I is r-reduced and O (and Q) are in I◦. We shall prove the existence
of an embedding  : R! I such that f1; 2gI◦.
 Ane planes: Let O j b◦. Choose 1 = O, 2 j b◦; 2 j= r; O 2f1; 2g.
 Projective planes: Let O j b◦. Choose 1; 2 on b◦, but not on r; O; Q among
Q, 1 and 2.
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 Mobius planes: There is a b2I so that O is incident on b but 2 is not since at
least two blocks are incident on O and both of them cannot be incident on 1 and
2. Choose O = 2 and 1 = 2. If b has tangents at O and 1, choose 2 = 1.
If not, there is a third point on b (b2I◦ since b 6= r) and since this point is not
in R it may serve as 2.
 Laguerre planes: Even if O has a parallel it is incident on blocks b and b0 in I.
As above we may assume that O j b and 2 j= b and repeat the argument.
 Minkowski planes: After preceeding cases, we may suppose that O has two paral-
lels and is incident on some block b2I. Since in this case 2 62 R we may dene
 such that O; 1; r are mapped on 1; O; b in this order. Let K be -reduced and
obtained from I by -reductions. Then clearly
I nKfr; 1; 2g [ fP;P j r onlyg;
where only -reductions moving r; 1; 2 can produce aK with (K)<(I). Clearly
(I)>(K) with equality only if r; 1; 2 are in I◦. By observing the sequence
(I); (K); : : : it is not restrictive to assume that (I) = (K); this situation will
occur eventually. Hence RI◦ and removing the points on r which are not in I◦,
we get an irreducible conguration, a contradiction which completes the proof.
7. For further reading
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: [6].
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